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What is grief?

Section one



Grief is a natural
response to the death

of someone or
something you have a
strong bond to. Grief
doesn't always mean
the loss of a person.

We can grieve about
losing anything,

however, our
thoughts typically go
to losing a person we

love.

WHAT IS GRIEF?



The grieving process
may include feelings

of numbness,
disbelief, sadness, and
loneliness. Although
these reactions may

initially seem
extreme, they

typically decrease as
time passes. One who

is grieving may
experience roller-

coaster-like periods
where emotions

fluctuate.

WHAT IS GRIEF?



It is important to remember
that this is "normal" and that
we can minimize the impact
of death or loss by accessing

the support of others and
managing our reactions
with proper nutrition,

exercise, and stress
management. Focusing our
thoughts toward acceptance
and gratitude for the time

we had who or what we lost
can also reduce the impact

of significant loss.

WHAT IS GRIEF?



What to expect

Section two



Each of us may
experience grief in our
own way, though there

are some common
elements.

WHAT TO EXPECT



There is no specific order
to stages of grief. Some
of the experiences may

include denial, isolation,
anger, bargaining,

depression, and
acceptance. Some

reactions may be more
severe than we may have

experienced under
different circumstances. 

WHAT TO EXPECT



Allowing ourselves to
process and express the
grief in our own way is

best for our health. It also
reduces the possibility of

long-term impact or
interference.

 
Physical, emotional,

behavioral, and cognitive
symptoms may appear

temporarily. 

WHAT TO EXPECT



Responses

Section three



Physical responses that
are related to the stress
response of unexpected

death or loss may include
muscle tension, appetite

changes, sleep
disturbances, energy
changes (decrease or

increase) dry mouth, and
digestions changes. 

RESPONSES



Emotional responses may
include sadness, anger,

guilt, anxiety, loneliness,
helplessness, hopelessness,

shock, yearning, relief,
and numbness.

RESPONSES



Behavioral responses may
include social

withdrawal, changes in
activity level, avoidance

of places, people, or
reminders of our loss.

RESPONSES



Cognitive, or thinking
responses may include
disbelief, confusion,

preoccupation,
procrastination, or vivid
dreams of our loved one.

RESPONSES



What you can do

Section four



Coping with grief is
greatly related to one's

willingness to mourn and
work toward acceptance
of the loss. Talking about

your reactions,
memories, and emotions

could help as well as
continuing with your
normal daily activites.

WHAT YOU CAN DO



Exercies is a great way to
release physical and
cognitive stressors. 
Following proper

nutrition will also assist
your body and mind in
remaining strong and

healthy. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO



Deep breathing and
muscle relaxation

exercises are great for
your well-being at this
difficult time. They are
quick ways to reduce

stress and keep the body
and mind a bit more

stable.

WHAT YOU CAN DO



Where to find help

Section five



There are a lot of options
out there to help you as
long as you are open-
minded and ready to

receive them.
 

WHERE TO FIND HELP



Facebook support groups
are a good idea but not

ideal for everyone. 
You can also reach out to

a therapist if need be.
 Empowering Health

offers support and
guidance as well. Our life

coaches can be the ear
you need and the

perspective you desire.  

WHERE TO FIND HELP



Empowering Health
Coaching & Mentoring

Services For Women can
provide that extra nugget
of support in a difficult

time such as the grieving
process.

Feel free to chat us on
our website or send us an
email. We also offer free
private Facebook groups

as well. 
 

HOW TO REACH US



www.empoweringhealthlc.com

empoweringhealthlc@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/masterlifecoaches


